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SNAPSHOT
There was little new in the MarQ report outside of a short update on Posse iron. All the gold results had been previously
released and highlight the potential for a small but high grade gold operation at Juruena. Posse Iron remains marginally cash
flow positive in the current environment thanks to a cost out program and an increase in efficiencies, however, overall the
Company remains cash flow negative. Cash at the end of the quarter was $1.4M, however, this was before the completion of
the $3.3M raising which was to be finalised in 2 tranches post the end of the MarQ.
We expect the gold exploration to be the main share price driver for CAS over the coming period demonstrating the potential
for an economic gold project at Juruena. A key part of that news will be a maiden resource on the project which should give a
good insight into the viability of the project, which may be undertaken in late 2HCY15. Whilst Pose Iron continues to generate
small amounts of cash, the main value add remains the gold projects. We maintain our Speculative Buy
EVENT
Juruena gold exploration ongoing: Drilling continues at Juruena, with most exploration results in the MarQ report already
having been released. However, CAS highlighted the acceleration of the drilling program via the addition of a diamond rig to
supplement the onsite RC rig. To date, CAS has completed 6,465m of RC drilling and 1,087m of diamond. Drilling has been
completed or underway at a number of prospects including Querosene, Crentes, Dona Maria and Capixaba
Better recent results (previously released) included:
 8m @ 6.27 g/t Au from 80m
 2m @ 17.62 g/t Au from 84m
There still remain many outstanding drill results with assays to flow over the coming weeks.
The Querosene drilling highlighted that the higher grade mineralisation is concentrated on the southern portion of the shear
and extends further south than previously expected.
At Crentes, mineralisation is associated with sheeted quartz and sulphide veins and can return anomalous values for copper,
silver, molybdenum, bismuth and tungsten. In addition, CAS believe that there may be multiple mineralised horizons
Juruena regional exploration: Work to date indicates that mineralisation at Juruena is closely associated with pyrite bearing
phyllic alteration and association with magnetite destruction. This should enable the better use of ground and aeromagnetic
surveys for regional exploration.
Borborema evaluation ongoing: Crusader is continuing to assess development options for Borborema incorporating Brazilian
Real gold prices and the potential to re‐size Borborema into a smaller project, requiring lower capital.
Posse still washing its face, but corporately cash flow negative: CAS has focussed on increasing volumes and cost cutting,
allowing Pose to wash its face. No production details were released.
Sales revenue was $2.1M with production costs of c.$1.9M. However, overall cash went down by $1.8M when taking into
account other costs such as admin ($0.6M), exploration ($1.2M) and interest costs ($0.1M), amongst others.
Unit costs fell to $14.60/t from $18.22/t via a cost out program as well as increases in productivity.
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CAS indicated that demand for product strengthened during the quarter with January and February being seasonally low
months the Company expects sales to strengthen further over the coming period. The Hematitinha (HTT) product has been
the main revenue source with a significant improvement in quality being well received by customers, according to CAS.

INVESTMENT THESIS
The gold exploration continues to deliver good results, though at a slower pace than the market would like. We continue to
see the gold exploration as the main value driver for the company with the market applying little value to Posse in the
current environment, cost reductions notwithstanding. We retain our Dec‐15 Price of 45cps, with the most upside potential
from Juruena and its development potential. Once drilling is completed, we expect a maiden resource to give a good insight
into the viability of the project. We maintain our Speculative Buy.
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GENERAL DISCLOSURE & DISCLAIMER
Copyright 2015. All rights reserved. This document may not be reproduced, copied, or transmitted, in whole or part without the written consent of PCF
Securities Pty Ltd (ABN 85 130 497 675) (“PCF Securities”).
PCF Securities is an authorized representative of PCF Capital Group Pty Ltd (ABN 81 089 188 063) (“PCF Capital Group”), Australian Financial Services Licence
(“AFSL”) No: 291385.
This report should not be construed as personal financial product advice for the purposes of section 766B of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (Act).
This report is intended solely for use by Wholesale and Institutional clients within the meaning of section 761G of the Act, sophisticated investors pursuant
to section 708(8) of the Act, professional investors pursuant to section 708(11) of the Act, and/or otherwise persons to whom a disclosure document is not
otherwise required to be given under Chapter 6D of the Act.
This report and its content is only intended to be used or viewed by persons in jurisdictions where PCF Securities products and services may lawfully be
offered.
PCF Securities and its affiliates are not aware of any purposes for which a recipient of this report may use the information contained within the report.
To the extent any recommendations or statements of opinion or fact made by PCF Securities constitutes financial product advice, they constitute general
advice and not personal financial advice in any form. As such, any recommendations or statements do not take into account the financial circumstances,
investment objectives, tax implications, or any specific requirements of the recipient.
Recipients should not act on any recommendation issued by PCF Securities without first consulting their investment advisor in order to ascertain whether
the recommendation (if any) is appropriate, having regard to their investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs. The opinions expressed
are subject to change without notice and will not be updated by PCF Securities.
PCF Securities has relied upon information provided by management of the companies mentioned in this report, or information otherwise made publicly
available.
At the time of publication, PCF Securities believes the information contained within the report to be correct. All information, opinions, conclusions,
estimates or recommendations provided in the report are included with due care to its accuracy; however no representation or warranty is made as to their
accuracy, completeness, or reliability.
PCF Securities disclaims all liability and responsibility for any direct or indirect loss, or damage, which may be incurred by any recipient through any
information, omission, error, or inaccuracy contained within the report.
The views expressed in this report are those of the analyst writing the report and no part of the compensation received by the analyst is directly related to
the inclusion of specific recommendations or opinions.
PCF Securities and/or its associates may receive commissions from transactions involving securities mentioned in this report.
The report is published for information purposes and is not intended to solicit an offer to buy or sell securities mentioned in the report.
PCF Securities and/or its associates may hold interests in securities of companies mentioned in this report.
PCF Securities may have relationships with the companies mentioned in this report, acting as corporate advisor, investment banker, underwriter, dealer,
broker, or holder of principal positions. PCF Capital Group and/or its associates may also transact in those securities mentioned in the report, in a manner
not consistent with recommendations made in this report.
This report does not constitute an invitation to buy or sell any securities mentioned in the report, nor should it constitute, in whole, or part, a basis to be
relied up in entering into any contract.
Any recommendations or opinions stated in this report are done so based on assumptions made by PCF Securities.
The information provided in this report and on which it is based may include projections and/or estimates which constitute forward‐looking statements.
These expressed beliefs of future performance, events, results, or returns may not eventuate and as such no guarantee of these future scenarios is given or
implied by PCF Securities. Any forward looking statements are subject to uncertainties and risks that may mean those forecasts made by PCF Securities are
materially different to actual events.
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